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Now updated — your guide to trading success regardless of the market!

Want to make smarter trading decisions? This strategy-packed, no-nonsense guide presents a proven system for analyzing stocks, trends, and indicators and setting a buy-and-sell range beforehand to decrease your risk in both up and down markets. You'll discover the benefits of position trading, conduct technical analysis, and research your entry and exit points before you even purchase your stock.      

	Build your trading toolbox — know the markets and exchanges, find a broker, set up your brokerage account, and determine your computer/Internet needs
	
    Explore position trading — discover the benefit of executing trades in and out of positions and holding positions for various lengths of time, depending on trends      	

    
	
    Find value in fundamental analysis — observe market behavior, understand economic indicators, find critical information in financial statements, and make the most of analysts       	

    
	
    Take on technical analysis — build and read charts, identify trends, recognize bull and bear patterns, and differentiate between stocks that are range bound and ones that are trending      	

    
	
    Develop strategies for buying and selling — know your risks, gather key info through analysis to build your optimum trading strategy, and develop your own powerful trading system      	

    
	
    Jump into the deep end — from swing and day trading to derivatives and foreign currency, get the basics of these riskier forms of trading      

    


Open the book and find:      

	The ins and outs of trading stocks
	
    Fresh ways to analyze trends and indicators      	

    
	
    Updated stock charts and Web sites      	

    
	
    Position trading tips and techniques       	

    
	
    Step-by-step instructions for building and reading charts      	

    
	
    Key money management techniques      	

    
	
    Warnings about frauds and scams        	

    
	
    Top ten trading survival techniques      	

    
	
    Huge trading mistakes to avoid at all costs      
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Beginning Windows 8Apress, 2012

	Windows 8 has been described by Microsoft as its ‘boldest’ Windows release ever. Beginning Windows 8 takes you through the new features and helps you get more out of the familiar to reveal the possibilities for this amazing new operating system.

	

	You will learn, with non-technical...
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Real-World SQL-DMO for SQL ServerApress, 2002

	Using clear language the authors hope to take developers to another level in administering their SQL Server. In this text Allan Mitchell and Mark Allison show developers how to create tools which will let them do their jobs easier and faster. SQL-DMO is a feature rich library that can be manipulated to do things that simply are not possible...
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Ganong's Review of Medical Physiology, Twenty sixth EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2019

	Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the product.

	

	The leading text on human physiology for more than four decades?enhanced by all new video tutorials

	...
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Core Java, Vol. 2: Advanced Features, 8th EditionPrentice Hall, 2008
The book you have in your hands is the second volume of the eighth edition of Core Java™, fully updated for Java SE 6. The first volume covers the essential features of the language; this volume covers the advanced topics that a programmer will need to know for professional software development. Thus, as with...
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DNS and BIND (5th Edition)O'Reilly, 2006
DNS and BIND tells you everything you need to work with one of  the Internet's fundamental building blocks: the distributed host information  database that's responsible for translating names into addresses, routing mail  to its proper destination, and even listing phone numbers with the new ENUM  standard. This book brings you...
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iOS Forensic Analysis: for iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch (Books for Professionals by Professionals)Apress, 2010

	iOS Forensic Analysis provides an in-depth look at investigative processes for the iPhone, iPod Touch, and iPad devices. The methods and procedures outlined in the book can be taken into any courtroom. With never-before-published iOS information and data sets that are new and evolving, this book gives the examiner and...
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